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      .db $50, $21
      .db $07, $81, $47, $24, $57, $00, $63, $01, $77, $01
      .db $c9, $71, $68, $f2, $e7, $73, $97, $fb, $06, $83
      .db $5c, $01, $d7, $22, $e7, $00, $03, $a7, $6c, $02
      .db $b3, $22, $e3, $01, $e7, $07, $47, $a0, $57, $06
      .db $a7, $01, $d3, $00, $d7, $01, $07, $81, $67, $20
      .db $93, $22, $03, $a3, $1c, $61, $17, $21, $6f, $33
      .db $c7, $63, $d8, $62, $e9, $61, $fa, $60, $4f, $b3
      .db $87, $63, $9c, $01, $b7, $63, $c8, $62, $d9, $61
      .db $ea, $60, $39, $f1, $87, $21, $a7, $01, $b7, $20
      .db $39, $f1, $5f, $38, $6d, $c1, $af, $26


















BYTE PAIR COL,ROW OBJ BINARY DESCRIPTION
$07, $81 0,7 10000001 {P} [sm.] ? block (coin)
$47, $24 4,7 00100100 [lg.] row of bricks (length 4)
$57, $00 5,7 00000000 [sm.] ? block (power-up)
$63, $01 6,3  00000001 [sm.] ? block (coin)
$77, $01 7,7  00000001 [sm.] ? block (coin)
$C9, $71 C,9 01110001 [lg.] vertical pipe (height 2)




||||++++- “Modifier” bits contingent upon value of “selection” bits.
||||    Designates “small” obj. type or “large” obj. attributes
||||   (i.e., obj. height/width or whether a pipe is usable).
||||
|+++----- 0: If d4-d6 set to 0, d3-d0 select “small” objects   
|   with no height or width (e.g., ? blocks).
|   1-7: Use value to select “large object” type. 
| 






;small objects (rows $00-$0b or 00-11, d6-d4 all clear)
      .dw QuestionBlock     ;power-up
      .dw QuestionBlock     ;coin
      .dw QuestionBlock     ;hidden, coin
      .dw Hidden1UpBlock    ;hidden, 1-up
      .dw BrickWithItem     ;brick, power-up
      .dw BrickWithItem     ;brick, vine
      .dw BrickWithItem     ;brick, star
      .dw BrickWithCoins    ;brick, coins
      .dw BrickWithItem     ;brick, 1-up
      .dw WaterPipe
      .dw EmptyBlock












      .db $1e, $c2, $00, $6b, $06, $8b, $86, $63, $b7, $0f, $05
      .db $03, $06, $23, $06, $4b, $b7, $bb, $00, $5b, $b7
      .db $fb, $37, $3b, $b7, $0f, $0b, $1b, $37
      .db $ff
Enemy"object"data"occupies"far"less"space"than"area"objects"since"levels"are"more"populated"with"bricks,"blocks,"and"staircases"than"with"Koopas"and"Goombas."Understandably,"these"data"blocks"also"lack"the"twoMbyte"header"used"to"set"the"starting"conditions"of"the"level."Such"a"header"would"be"redundant."However,"the"block"does"feature"a"terminating"byte,"$FF,"to"signal"the"data’s"conclusion.The"remaining"bytes"use"the"same"position/object"pairs"from"the"level"area"data,"with"a"few"notable"variations:"First,"enemy"objects"have"valid"page"row"values"up"to"and"including"$0D."Row"$0D"extends"beyond"the"screen’s"visible"lower"edge,"but"the"lower"origin"point"is"useful"for"enemies"that"emerge"from"the"bottom"of"the"screen"(i.e,"Cheep"Cheeps)."The"remaining"unused"rows—$0E"and"$0F—are"once"again"reserved"for"special"objects."(Objects"in"row"$0E"are"the"sole"exception"to"the"byte"pair"rule;"their"function"requires"a"third"byte,"explained"below.)"Second,"enemy"object"types"are"not"sorted"into"large"or"small"types."d0Md5"in"the"object"byte"designates"the"type"from"a"single"lookup"list,"so"decoding"objects"based"on"selection"bits"is"not"necessary."Third,"enemy"object"positions"vary"from"area"object"positions."For"the"latter,"for"example,"a"position"of"$3,"$6"denotes"that"the"metatile’s"position"will"be"in"the"area"described"by"the"intersection"of"the"speci2ied"row"and"column"planes."For"enemy"objects,"the"row"denotes"the"horizontal"position"upon"which"the"object"‘stands.’"To"illustrate"these"differences,"we"will"once"excerpt"the"opening"portion"of"the"byte"block"and"expand"it"into"tabular"form:
BYTES COL,ROW OBJ BINARY DESCRIPTION
$1E, $C2 1,E n/a Area change (address offset: $C2)
$00 n/a 00000000 Area change ‘check’/page #
$6B, $06 6,B 00000110 Goomba
$8B, $86 8,B 10000110 {P} Goomba
189
$63, $B7 6,3 10110111 {P} Goomba pair
































      .db $76, $77, $78, $79 ;regular mushroom
      .db $d6, $d6, $d9, $d9 ;fire flower
      .db $8d, $8d, $e4, $e4 ;star





















































































































































































































































































          1. Create a 16-byte header:
             "N""E""S"$1A$xx$01$01$00$00$00$00$00$00$00$00$00
                         ^^^
                          this byte is either $01 for 16kB games or
                          $02 for 32kB games
         
             and call it, let us say, mario.hdr
         
          2. Do 
         
             cat mario.hdr mario.prg mario.chr > mario.nes
         
























































































































































































































































































































































































Famicom / NES Cartridges, Disks, and ROMs































The&Hyrule&Fantasy(|? ?????((trans.(The&Hyrule&Fantasy:&Legend&of&Zelda).(Family(Computer(( Disk(System((d.s.(QuickDisk,(yellow),(NTSC6J([JP].(FMC6ZEL.(Disk((one).(Nintendo(EAD:(( Nintendo,(21(Feb.(1986.
Ice&Hockey.(Nintendo(Entertainment(System((726p.(cart.),(NTSC([US].(NES6HY6USA((36screw).(NES6( NROM6256([32KB(PRG(|(8KB(CHR(|(CIC(6113(|(V].(Pax(Softnica:(Nintendo,(Mar.(1988.
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